
 
 

 
 

 
Result Reporting -  LSFL 

 
Result Reporting via FULL-TIME 

The purpose of this communication is to remind all managers of their responsibility around result reporting and 
highlight some of the reasons why this is important. 

FULL-TIME is the FA provided platform that the League has adopted as the mechanism to manage League fixtures. 
The League Management Committee consider FULL-TIME to be the definitive record for results and team sheets for 
League fixtures. It is the club’s responsibility to ensure that their players are correctly registered via WGS with both 
their County FA and League. Access to the site can be done via the LSFL website 

http://www.lancssundayleague.co.uk/tables.php or direct at  

http://fulltime-league.thefa.com/Index.do?league=735879761 

For each League fixture, the team manager or team secretary needs to supply the final result, the Referee mark, 
Sporting/RESPECT information & the details of the players who participated in that fixture. 

The first key piece of data required is the result of the match, but there are 2 requirements; the score to be entered 
into FULL-TIME within 2 hours of the final whistle and the team sheet to be entered into FULL-TIME also within 2 
hours. 

All managers should receive a text from FULL-TIME on the day of the fixture, this allows you to easily fulfil the time 
requirement. Of course if you plan to enter details into the FULL-TIME web-site shortly after your fixture finishes, 
then this will meet both criteria. 

Matchday App can also be used to complete the scores/results but please note that this can lock some features in 
the online version of FA Fulltime. 

Log in into FULL-TIME with your FA userid and select the Results / Stats button: 
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From the list of matches shown, pick the date of the match you wish to report the result of and press enter. Record 
the score and then select “Statistics”.  

You are then able to enter the result, Referee Mark (out of 100) and Sporting Mark (out of 99), the Sporting Marks to 
be apportioned between Conduct on Field, Opposition Management and Opposition Supporters. 

Online View                Mobile View 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You will then have to enter the Respect information that the League collects to monitor the support of the FA 
Respect Program.  

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select “Statistics” and press enter. 

 

 



Finally you will be able to enter your team sheet for the fixture, this is completed by ticking either ‘Started’ or 
‘Rolling Sub On’ for all the players that participated in the fixture. All eligible players should be listed. Get into the 
habit of checking the player list the day before any fixture. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FULL-TIME allows you to collect various stats such as ‘Player of the Match’, ‘Captain’ etc. You can choose to enter 
this information for your own use, but there is no League requirement for any of these additional pieces of 
information to be reported. 

But why is accurate reporting of data important? One reason is player eligibility, if you are fortunate to be involved 
in a League Cup semi-final, final or a League playoff game then there is a requirement for all players to have played 3 
qualifying games. It is also a requirement of our league rules, that this is completed within two hours of the final 
whistle, or a fine may accrue. 

The Sporting Marks and Respect data is used by the League management committee over the course of the season 
to monitor behaviour within the League. The data is also used to determine the winners of the Sportsmanship 
awards to be presented at the AGM. 

Referees marks are used to monitor quality and offer mentoring support to train our referees, as well as being used 
by Lancashire FA for purposes of promotion.  

Pitch quality information is used by National FA to assess the condition of grassroots pitches. 

Results, tables, fixtures and all other league statistics can then be viewed via 
http://www.lancssundayleague.co.uk/tables.php or direct to FA Fulltime  

http://fulltime-league.thefa.com/Index.do?league=735879761 

N.B. Administration for FA Fulltime is carried out in FA Fulltime admin and not in “Updated FA Fulltime”. There has 
been issues with misaligned information in the public version of Updated FA Fulltime. The definitive source for all 
match data and league statistics is easily accessed via the LSFL website.  

Please refer any questions or queries to secretary@lancssundayleague.co.uk or 07919385806  

 

 

 

Nikki Nye, 

League Secretary, LSFL 
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